
A Step-by-Step Guide to 
Writing Each of the Four Essay Types

How to Write Essay Type A
For students who have faced significant challenges 
and know what they want to study

By this point you’ve gone through The Objects Exercise and The Values Exercise. Great. Set those aside for now; we’ll come 
back to those in a bit. Here’s what we’re doing in this chapter:

1. Connecting your (past) challenges to your (future) career
2. Deciding on a structure and creating the outline
3. Writing it

First of all: What counts as a “significant” challenge? Who or what determines whether or not a challenge was 
“significant?” The answer is simple: you do.

 You decide what counts as a “significant challenge.”

Want some specific examples? Here’s: 

A List of Some Things You Should Probably Write About
Created with a friend and colleague who reads applications for the UCs. 

Any physical or learning disabilities (diagnosed by a health professional; specify what and how long) 
Any potential "red flags" on application, including low grades, classes or activities dropped, important school 
changes 
Single-parent household 
Significant work hours while in HS, particularly if student contributed to family income to help pay bills 
Extraordinary extracurricular accomplishments on state or national level
Any research involvement, particularly if student was published
Low income family or large family with many dependents, which strains family income
If student is first generation in family to attend college 
Parents’ disability or unemployment (specify what and how long) 
Language spoken at home if other than English, or if any portion of student’s high school career was taken 
outside of US 
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More examples of challenges in a moment. First, here’s:

The Secret to Writing this Type of Essay: 
Connect Your Challenges (Past) to your Career (Future)

If you’ve experienced significant challenges in your life and you know what you want to study, the key question for your 
essay is this: 

How do the challenges from my past connect to my future career?

Want to know a great way to connect them?

Through your values.

What do I mean? Check it out:

You experienced challenges. 
To get through those challenges, you had to develop certain resources, skills and above all values.
And the resources, skills and values that you developed as a result of your challenges will serve you in [whatever 
particular career you’ve chosen].

Visually speaking, that looks something like this: 

YOUR CHALLENGES              YOUR VALUES              YOUR CAREER

So the three questions to answer for your outline are:   

1. What challenges did you experience?
2. What resources, skills and values did you develop while working to overcome those 
challenges? 
3. How will those serve you in your chosen career?

YOUR CHALLENGES              YOUR VALUES              YOUR CAREER

How to Connect Your Challenges to Your Values to Your Career
Get out a blank sheet of paper and divide it into three columns. At the top, label the columns: “Challenges,” “Values,” and 
“Amazing [Whatever Your Career/Major Will Be].” 

Like this:

Challenges       Values Amazing Doctor
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Or this: 

Challenges      Values Amazing 
Engineer

IN THE FAR LEFT COLUMN: 
What challenges did you face?
List them in the “challenges” column. (You’ll find examples on the next page.) Do this first.

IN THE FAR RIGHT COLUMN: 
What are the essential qualities of an amazing [whatever you want to be/study]?
Do this second. Don’t worry about connecting these qualities to your challenges yet. We’ll get there. Right now just list 3-5 
essential qualities of someone who would be excellent in your future profession. 

Example: an amazing doctor would probably have a strong desire to help people (quality #1), an interest 
in how the human body works (quality #2), excellent listening skills (quality #3), etc.

Another example: an amazing engineer might be extremely detail-focused, good with his hands or love to 
take things apart, good at working with others, etc. 
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Tip: look at the Values list on page 24 for ideas on what qualities 
might be excellent for someone in your future profession.

Advanced Tip: pick at least one value that we wouldn’t expect for that profession.

Example: a future doctor might choose “democracy,” as she is interested in one day helping to 
provide equal access to healthcare globally. 

Or a future engineer might select the value of “family,” as he hopes to develop medical 
technology to make life easier for his brother, who happens to be paraplegic.
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IN THE MIDDLE COLUMN: 
What values did you develop as a result of your challenges?
Do this third. Why? So your connections between the challenges and your future career aren’t overly simple or too “tidy.” 

Use the “Values” list on page 24 for ideas. Try listing 5-7 values you developed as a result of your challenges.

Note: For some of you this will be really easy. You’ll think, “Well, growing up poor helped me realize that I want financial 
security.” But for some of you this will be harder, so here’s an in-between step, called “Identifying the Shadow 
Values.” (And note that if you feel you can figure out the values you developed as a result of your challenges, list 5-7 of 
them on your sheet and skip the box below on Shadow Values.)
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2b. What are Shadow Values?
Shadow values are the negative things you felt or experienced as a result of the challenges you faced. Sometimes 
negative experiences (shadow values) lead us to desire the opposite experience, which is sometimes how we develop our 
positive values.

Example: If your dad lost his job (challenge) this may have led to you being poor (shadow/negative value) which 
led to you wanting financial security (positive value).

Another example: If you moved to the US and didn’t know English (challenge), this may have meant that you 
experienced loss of sleep and exhaustion (shadow value), which led to you having to learn to prioritize 
your time (positive value).

If you need help brainstorming challenges shadow values, turn the page. 
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Examples of Challenges
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adapting to a new culture in a new country
moving a lot and having no real “home”
parents got divorced
having an extremely shy personality
having to work to pay for extra groceries
dealing with death of dad/grandfather/
sister/etc.
repairing a relationship with a best friend
adjusting to a new school
parents or siblings fought a lot
racism
crime 
failing to meet someone’s expectations
drug abuse
joblessness or unemployment
illness (yourself or someone close to you)
failure
natural disaster (hurricane, earthquake)
car crash
war
riots
fire
ignorance

ignorance
breaking a bone
mental illness
suicide
fear of speaking out
sibling rivalry
getting rejected
failing a test
losing a fight
sexism
extreme shyness
being overly confident or cocky
jealousy
abuse
controlling behavior
excessively critical person 
aggression 
cruelty
destructive behavior
rapid mood swings
bipolar disorder
learning disability 
ADHD
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Examples of Shadow Values

uncertainty
poverty
wanting revenge
taking revenge
timidness
laziness
verbal violence
self-destructive habits
physical violence
stubbornness or 
obstinacy
feeling unloved
arguments
hunger
ashamed
extreme perfectionism
self-pity
insecurity
boredom
being secretive
loneliness
feeling stupid
racism
sarcasm
feeling pressured
extremely competitive  
rage
possessiveness
feeling degraded or 
demeaned
helplessness
chaos
confusion
feeling insignificant
disorderliness
self-consciousness
embarrassment

impatience
feeling awkward
uncertainty
self-doubt
vanity
laziness
poor body image
lack of preparation
disappointment
obsession
despair
impatience
feeling defensive
fear
hopelessness
victimization
hunger
bitterness
grief 
greed
sleepless nights
anxiety
not feeling listened to
lack of trust
jealousy or envy
desperation
misery
rapid mood swings
boredom
losing something 
valuable
feeling out of place
illness
anger
laziness
dependency
denying creativity

irresponsibility
irritation
repressing feelings
weakness
feeling alienated
painful silence
self-pity
not taking care of 
body
delusion
lack of respect
cowardliness
miscommunication
stagnation
ignorance
unfaithfulness
lack of self-control
fear
xenophobia
detachment
job instability
monotony
disorderliness
not having privacy
discontentment
depression
dishonesty
mental illness
fear of speaking out
taking things 
personally
egotism
selfishness
paranoia
feeling like everything 
is your fault

OCD (obsessive-
compulsive disorder)
sibling rivalry
getting rejected
failing a test
losing a fight
feeling resigned or 
giving up
loss of sleep
exhaustion
resentment
arguing with someone 
you love
nausea
surgery
giving up or wanting to 
give up
sexism
manipulation
indifference, apathy 
or pretending not to 
care
not expressing yourself 
creatively
not expressing your 
true thoughts or 
feelings
drifting apart
isolation or not being 
invited by friends
imbalance or lack of 
balance
breaking promises
not enough to eat
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So at this point your list should look something like this:

Challenges
parents fought a lot
didn’t have money
spent a lot of time alone
constant household turmoil

     Values
      peacemaker
      financial security
      creativity
      adaptability

Amazing Doctor
love helping people
great under pressure
interested in human body
good listener
etc.

Or, if you used the shadow values list, maybe something like this:

Challenge
parents fought a lot
parents worked a lot
dad lost his job/no 
     money

Shadow Values
domestic turmoil
lots of time alone
household turmoil

Positive Values
peacemaker
creativity
adaptability

Amazing Doctor
interested in human body*
great under pressure*
love helping people*

*Notice that the “Amazing Doctor” qualities don’t align with the values… yet.

Here’s the next step:

3. Start making some connections.
Here’s the fun part. See if you notice any threads of connection between the bad stuff you experienced, the values this 
gave you, and the qualities necessary to be a great [whatever you want to be]. 

If you spot a thread of connection, underline it or put a star by it or something 

because you are a winner!
Example 1*: 
(Note that Challenges, Shadow Values, Values and Career marked in bold.) 

I noticed that after my father lost his job that’s when he started drinking and 
becoming verbally abusive and my grades went down and I started to become 
angry. It wasn’t until 9th grade when I joined wrestling that I found a way to 
channel my frustrations and anger. That’s when things shifted for me, my grades 
went up, and I found new opportunities to connect with my dad. During that time I 
learned to channel my emotions in more productive ways, manage my time, and 
have even been inspired to work with other young men to help them learn the value 
of healthy competition, potentially as a coach.
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Example 2: 

After my parents got divorced, I spent a lot of time worrying about whether I had 
everything I needed, like school books or a plate of dinner, when bouncing from one 
house to the other. And being racially white, growing up in a city like Miami, has 
meant I’m a minority. But more than that, suffering the guilt that came with telling 
my strongly-religious father that my Christian-lens wasn’t suiting my needs anymore 
was probably the most destabilizing experience. All of that to say, learning to 
adapt to new places, new cultures, and new beliefs has equipped me with an 
understanding of what is necessary, a love for learning new things, and a 
constant adaptability that I use to create true-to-life, honest characters in my 
screenplays. Through writing, I’ve learned that it’s possible to always take your 
home with you wherever you go.

IMPORTANT: you don’t have to connect ALL your challenges to the qualities of a great [whatever you want to be]. Try to 
find just two or three connective threads. Why? Because not all your great qualities were born from struggle--some were 
born out of curiosity or your innate awesomeness. So just try to make 2-3 connections now. I’ll show you how to demonstrate 
you have those other qualities. 

How we doing? Feeling like you’ve got some good content? 

Before we move on to the next section--how to outline your essay--you should have:

1. a list of challenges you went through
2. some bad stuff that happened as a result of the challenges
3. some good stuff that came as a result of the challenges
4. a few connections from the bad stuff to the good stuff to a few VALUES that will make you an awesome [your 

career here].

Got it? If you don’t have those things, go back and keep digging around ‘til you do. Or ask someone to help you figure out 
some of the different bulletpoints. You’ll need them for the next section. Ready? Here we go. 
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How to Structure Your Outline (and Your Essay)
Broadly speaking, it works like this:
 

1. What is the challenge I faced?
2. What did I do about it?
3. How did this make me a better person and lead me to discover my calling?

 
And, broadly speaking, the outline of the essay will work like this:

1. Challenge (25% of essay)
2. What I did about it (50% of essay)
3. How this made me a better person and led me to discover my calling (25% of essay)

The Example A “On Debate” essay on pages 40 and 56 follows this format well.

Here’s one more essay that follows this structure well: 

The “Porcelain God” Essay
Bowing down to the porcelain god, I emptied the contents of my stomach. Foaming at 
the mouth, I was ready to pass out. My body couldn’t stop shaking as I gasped for air, 
and the room started spinning.

Ten minutes prior, I had been eating dinner with my family at a Chinese restaurant, 
drinking chicken-feet soup. My mom had specifically asked the waitress if there were 
peanuts in it, because when I was two we found out that I am deathly allergic to them. 
When the waitress replied no, I went for it. Suddenly I started scratching my neck, 
feeling the hives that had started to form. I rushed to the restroom to throw up 
because my throat was itchy and I felt a weight on my chest. I was experiencing 
anaphylactic shock, which prevented me from taking anything but shallow breaths. I 
was fighting the one thing that is meant to protect me and keep me alive – my own 
body.

At five years old, I couldn’t comprehend what had happened. All I knew was that I 
felt sick, and I was waiting for my mom to give me something to make it better. I 
thought my parents were superheroes; surely they would be able to make well again. 
But I became scared when I heard the fear in their voices as they rushed me to the 
ER.
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After that incident, I began to fear. I became scared of death, eating, and even my 
own body. As I grew older, I became paranoid about checking food labels and I 
avoided eating if I didn’t know what was in the food. I knew what could happen if I 
ate one wrong thing, and I wasn’t willing to risk it for a snack. Ultimately, that fear 
turned into resentment; I resented my body for making me an outsider.

In the years that followed, this experience and my regular visits to my allergy 
specialist inspired me to become an allergy specialist. Even though I was probably 
only ten at the time, I wanted to find a way to help kids like me. I wanted to find a 
solution so that nobody would have to feel the way I did; nobody deserved to feel that 
pain, fear, and resentment. As I learned more about the medical world, I became more 
fascinated with the body’s immune responses, specifically, how a body reacts to 
allergens. This past summer, I took a month-long course on human immunology at 
Stanford University. I learned about the different mechanisms and cells that our 
bodies use in order to fight off pathogens. My desire to major in biology in college 
has been stimulated by my fascination with the human body, its processes, and the 
desire to find a way to help people with allergies. I hope that one day I can find a way  
to stop allergic reactions or at least lessen the symptoms, so that children and adults 
don’t have to feel the same fear and bitterness that I felt.

Comments: note how the author’s allergic reaction brought on by anaphylactic shock (challenge) led to a fear of 
death, eating, and even her own body (shadow values), which led to a desire for knowledge about the body’s immune 
responses and reaction to allergens (values), ultimately leading her to want to become an allergy specialist (career). 

What now? 

1. Using the exercise above, chart out your challenges, qualities of a specialist in your future career, and the 
common values that connect them.

2. Decide on a structure: Narrative or Montage, keeping in mind that Narrative structure works well for this type of 
essay (see “On Debate” and “Porcelain God” examples). 

3. Create an outline by referring to the How to Outline Your Essay in an Hour chapter that begins on page 45.
4. Write a first draft.
5. Turn to page 69 for How to Revise Your Essay in Five Steps.
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How to Write Essay Type B
For students who have not faced significant challenges 
but know what they want to study

The Secret to Writing This Type of Essay:

 Write Your Essay Backwards

One of my favorite ways to outline a Type B essay is to “write it backwards,” which essentially involves reverse engineering 
the essay using the Montage Structure. Here’s how it works:

PART ONE: Essential Qualities
At the top of a blank sheet of paper in the center of the page write down the name of the career you’re likely to 
pursue.
Underneath that, on the right side, write “Qualities of an excellent [Write your career here: doctor/teacher/
businessperson, etc.].”
Make a list of the qualities necessary to excel in whichever field you’ve chosen. If, for example, you want to 
study business, you might consider “ability to work well with others” and “leadership skills” on your list.
If you’re having trouble coming up with a list, refer to the “Values” sheet at the end of this document.
List at least five qualities along the right side of the paper. This is your “tell” column.

PART TWO: How I’ve Demonstrated these Qualities in My Life
On the left side of your page write at the top “How I’ve Demonstrated These Qualities in My Life.”
For each quality in your “tell” column, write down a specific moment/example from your life that SHOWS that you 
have developed this quality. (For example, if you wrote “ability to work well with others” in your right hand column, 
write in the left hand column a specific instance that shows you work well with others—the time you worked with 
a large group to organize the Dance Marathon at your school, for example. Or if you’ve written “good listener” in 
the right hand column you might describe how while volunteering at the hospital you found that the patients often 
felt comfortable sharing their life stories with you.)
Keep going until the left hand column is filled with examples that show the qualities that you tell in the right hand 
column. Remember: the left hand column will be “show” and the right hand column will be “tell.” 

Example:

How I’ve Demonstrated These Qualities  
After-school math tutoring 
Designing my own shoes
Taking apart machines 
Always asked questions as a kid

Qualities of a Great Endodontist
Desire to help others
Detail focused
Interested in how human body works
Curiosity
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After you’ve finished the steps above, you’ll have your basic outline. If you’d like to develop the outline a bit more, turn to 
page 50 and read the section on How to Create Outline 2.0. 

If you’re ready to start writing…

Some Tips for Writing a Type B Essay: 
Before you begin writing the essay, list the values in chronological order--in other words, the order in which you 
developed the qualities--as this can help you see connections between the values and, sometimes, a larger 
progression. (Try it and see. Sometimes a story jumps out; it feels like magic.)
Think of the first ⅔  or ¾  of the essay as the “show,” full of images and objects and details that illustrate your 
values without making the ending too obvious. (Example: if your essay opens with “I’ve always wanted to be a 
doctor,” and your first paragraph is about playing “doctor” as a kid, your second paragraph is about helping 
people at your local hospital, etc., the essay might be kind of predictable unless there’s an unexpected element--
more on this in the next chapter.)
At some point--perhaps ⅔  or ¾  through the essay--you’ll probably want to mention your career. 
Think of the last ⅓  or ¼  of the essay as the “tell,” in which you name the values and demonstrate the 
connections between the values and what you’d like to study.

What now?
1. Decide on a structure: Narrative or Montage, keeping in mind that Montage structure works well for the Type B 

essay. 
2. Write a first draft!
3. Once you’ve written a draft, turn to page 69 for How to Revise Your Essay in Five Steps. 
4. Want another example? Check out the “Stomach Whisperer” essay below:
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The “Stomach Whisperer” Essay
Written by a student who had not faced significant challenges but knew what she wanted to study.

I could taste tangy cinnamon, a dash of extra vanilla, the raw flavor of molasses, all overlaid with the 
smooth creamy base of buttermilk batter. I’d just eaten my first bite of my grandmother’s spice cake. That 
night, I lay with my ear against her stomach, listening to her digestion as she told me a bedtime story. 
Drowsily, I wondered if the echoing gurgle I’d just heard was caused by the molasses or by the cinnamon.

In the ensuing years, I never thought too much about the days when I was the Stomach Whisperer. 
Cooking everything I could get a recipe for, and navigating by trial and error where no recipes were found, I 
took advantage of my ability to pick out ingredients in what I ate. Gradually, that early curiosity regarding 
the destiny of what we eat soon evolved into an intense love of science.

In high school, I fed my interest in science. Classes like Biology weren’t simply lectures designed to 
drill knowledge into my head; they were an experience. What I learned in science became intermingled with 
how I saw my environment; I could clearly picture my surroundings as the sum of billions of cells working 
together, or grasp how nitrogen fixation fit into the biogeochemical cycle.  

But regardless of my new curiosity about science, I tended to second guess myself, especially during 
labs. A snarky voice inside me whispered that I couldn’t find success in science if I had no self-confidence, or 
if I kept questioning whether or not I was doing a lab right. Tentative goals were forming in my mind, visions 
of a white coat with my name embossed on it, but I told myself that becoming a doctor was a ridiculous 
aspiration for a cook.

Abruptly, during junior year, my beliefs about my scientific capabilities underwent a metamorphosis. I 
was introduced to a new type of lab: specimen dissections. Lab handouts were scarce on instructions; once 
we delved into the anatomy of the stomach, they became little more than pictorial references. When asked to 
obtain a sample of stomach epithelium, I could make a lateral incision along the pylorus of the stomach or 
choose to slice open the  fundus along the greater curvature. I was gleefully awed. Not only was I exploring 
the organ that I found most interesting,  but I was actually doing a good job at it. No matter which way I 
chose to dissect, my eyes were opened to the fact that I had the capacity to be an independent thinker, 
someone who didn’t necessarily need the instructions.

Armed with a newfound degree of self-assurance, I applied and was accepted to an internship at the 
Simi Dermatological Group. My assumption had been that when doctors see a patient, they deliberate briefly 
on treatment, and then prescribe whatever care is necessary. But interning showed me how very wrong I was. 
Patients came in daily with skin conditions that the doctors couldn't diagnose immediately. I saw that before 
they prescribed treatment, stellar doctors saw patients as a mixture of physical and mental parts, not just 
equations to plug various medicines into.

As a matter of fact, breaking a spice cake down to ingredients, I realized, isn’t all that different from 
what a doctor does when diagnosing a patient. And in the future, I’ll be combining cooking and science by 
becoming a gastroenterologist. With a wide array of gastric disorders to treat, from gastritis to polyps, I’ll 
have to be self-assured, so my patients can get the best care possible. Still, each patient won’t have a recipe 
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that I can follow to cure them, so I’ll draw on the thinking of the little girl in the kitchen, using what I know 
to make my own recipes. And simultaneously, I’ll always be able to incorporate the mindset of the girl 
wondering whether cinnamon or molasses was the cause of that gastric condition.
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How to Write Essay Type C
For students who have faced significant challenges and do not know what they 
want to study 

For reference, I’ve created an 18-minute video that explains this 1.

The Secret to Writing this Type of Essay: 

 Connect your challenges to the values you developed as a result 
 of those challenges.

First…
A Few Important Points About Significant Challenges
(If you skipped Section A you should read this, but if you read Section A you can skip this.)

1. What counts as a “significant” challenge? Who or what determines whether or not a challenge was 
“significant?” The answer: you do.

 You decide what counts as a “significant challenge.”

2. A List of Some Things Students Should Probably Write About 
Any physical or learning disabilities (diagnosed by a health professional; specify what and how long) 
Any potential "red flags" on application, including low grades, classes or activities dropped, important school 
changes 
Single-parent household 
Significant work hours while in HS, particularly if student contributed to family income to help pay bills 
Extraordinary extracurricular accomplishments on state or national level
Any research involvement, particularly if student was published
Low income family or large family with many dependents, which strains family income
If student is first generation in family to attend college 
Parents’ disability or unemployment (specify what and how long) 
Language spoken at home if other than English, or if any portion of student’s high school career was taken 
outside of US 

3. A list of other possible challenges is on page 96. Check it out. 

And now… 
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How to Write Essay Type C

Step 1: The Content
This will be somewhat familiar to those who read Section A above, though it won’t (obviously) go on to make connections to 
your future career since, as a Type C student, you’ve said you’re not sure what you want to study. (Note: if you are sure, 
or think you have an idea, read the How to Write a Type A Essay section first, then this one.)

So check it out:

You experienced challenges. 
To get through those challenges, you had to develop certain resources, skills and above all values.

So here’s what to do: 

1. Divide a piece of paper into two columns. At the top of the left column write “Challenges” and at the top of the 
right column write “Values I developed.” 

2. In the left column, make a list of the challenges you faced. 
3. In the right column, make a list of the values you developed as a result of those challenges. 

Important note: if you need help connecting your challenges to the values you developed, read the section on Shadow 
Values on page 95.

Do this before moving ahead. Once you have that list made...

Step 2: The Structure
Here’s a structure I recommend for organizing your essay:

1. What’s the challenge I faced? (25% of essay)
2. What did I do about it? (50% of essay)
3. How did this make me a better person? (25% of essay)

Note that some students will articulate the “challenge” and the “what I did about it” in the same sentence, like this: 

My mother injured her back, so I had to take on more responsibility around the house 
by cleaning the house and cooking meals for my brothers.

This ruins the ending. Why? Because no tension can build if you tell us “I had this problem” and then immediately say, “But 
don’t worry I solved it by doing X.” (I’ll tell you how to avoid this in a second.)
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Other students jump back and forth between the “challenge” and “what I did about it” several times in the same paragraph 
like this:

My mother hurt her back, so I started helping more around the house, I started falling 
behind in school so I taught myself to manage my time better, and responsibilities as 
soccer captain increased so I learned to delegate responsibilities better.

This creates two problems in that:

a. it can ruin the ending (thanks, that’s the whole essay, goodbye!) and 
b. it can lead to an essay that feels disorganized.

How do you solve this? 

Why do this?

1. Grouping all the challenges into an early paragraph allows time for the reader to wonder “Are things going to 
work out?” It builds tension.

2. This organizes the information in a way that allows you to have an arc that looks something like this:  
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You’ll notice this follows the Narrative Structure. That’s the idea. To review:

Status Quo: How things were at one point
Inciting Incident: The moment the changes began
Challenges: The tough stuff 
Turning Point: The moment you decided to do something about it
What I Did About It: Describe in detail the specific actions you took
New Status Quo: What changed, or how things are now

If you’re curious how this maps out in terms of your word count, here’s a guide: 

1. The Challenge(s) (or) The Difficulties I Faced: 25% of essay
2. What I Did About it (or) The Work I Put in: 50% of essay
3. What I Learned As a Result (or) How This Made Me a Better Person: 25% of essay

So if you’re writing a 650 word essay, the math works out like this: 

1. The Challenge(s): 100-150 words
2. What I Did About it: 300-350 words
3. What I Learned: 100-150 words

This breakdown is not a hard and fast rule, of course, and structures are meant to be reinvented, but it’s a pretty good 
guide.
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Why this structure? Because often my students spend most of the essay describing the challenges and not 
enough time describing What I Did About It or What I Learned. This usually happens on a first draft, which is fine--as 
sometimes this is the first time a student is putting these thoughts on paper. But eventually the challenges will need to be 
explained much more succinctly so there are enough words left to discuss What I Did About It and What I Learned.

Want an even more specific outline? I’ll include one below, and I’ll even include some paragraph 
starters to give you a sense of how the essay might flow. But remember this: don’t use the outline below if it feels too 
confining. Use it only if you’re feeling lost or if you really want a more specific structure. (And note that the outline below 
provides a standard structure for a Type C essay, but does not precisely follow the structure for the “Raising Anthony” 
essay.) With those qualifiers, here is:
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Interesting note: the “Raising Anthony” essay does not follow this structure precisely. In fact, its arc looks more like this: 

Despite its departure from the standard Narrative Structure, the “Raising Anthony” structure works well and still feels 
organized, in part because the author groups the “challenges” and the “what I did about it” into separate paragraphs 
(see page 97 for why this is important).

Separated from mom at 
three, absent and alcoholic 
father, terrible babysitters, 

no structure

I assumed the 
role of parent

Brother throws 
chair at teacher

I assumed the 
role of parent 
EVEN MORE

I’m grateful for my experiences, I 
became resourceful, independent 
and confident and now I believe 

I can face any challenge
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A Paint-by-Numbers Outline for a Type C Essay

1. The Difficulty I Faced (or) The Challenge(s) - 25% of essay

Paragraph 1: ”My life was forever changed when . . .”

Paragraph 2: ”To make matters worse . . .”

Transition sentences (the lowest point of the story):
Sentence 1 (the breaking point): “The toughest part came when . . .”
Sentence 2 (the turning point): “I realized I had to do something.”

2. What I Did About It (or) The Work I Put In - 50% of essay

Paragraph 3: “So I started . . .” (Describe the specific things you did to make things better.)

Paragraph 4: ”I also . . .” (What else did you do? Describe the specifics here.)

3. How This Made Me A Better Person (or) The Result - 25% of essay

Paragraph 5: Turn each of the difficulties into a strength.
Example: Having to balance school work, plus chores, plus a job taught me the value of time management. 

What now? Time to go outline and write a draft.

Want one more example? Here you go:
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Tip for increasing the drama: in these two paragraphs, build the details from smallest to largest. 

Example: “I started volunteering to do more chores around the house” should come before “I started my own club at school.”

Tip for this transition sentence: create a “highest point of the story” moment here by including one specific detail or image 
that clearly shows that things got better.

Example: “I got straight As for the first time ever” or “My family now sits around the table laughing like we used to.” This is 
the “stand up and cheer” moment in the movie--sorry, essay.
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The “Bowling” Essay
Every weekend, my family and I go to the bowling alley. We either go to Lucky Strike in Orange 

County, to 300 in Pasadena or the AMF Bowladrome in Torrance. It's been a tradition for us ever since I 
turned 11. But here's a secret:

I've never bowled a game in my life.
I began going when I was 11 because that's when I was old enough to adroitly wipe down a table and 

spray Windex on a window without making a mess. Every Saturday night from 10pm to 4am, after entering 
the bowling alley through a back door, my parents dispatch my older sister Marlene and me to the lanes 
armed with broomsticks.

"Try to clean around the bowlers," she always says.
We always do.
In 2003 my family's stability was put to the test when my father suffered an accident: he was bitten by a 

horse and unable to work for three years. Some months later my year-old baby sister was hit by a car. My 
mother was our only financial support, so we often ate Cup of Noodles for breakfast, lunch and dinner. I 
prayed every night that things got better but first they got worse.

In the eleventh grade my father suffered a muscle failure and my mother was diagnosed with a tumor. 
Due to my parents' health problems I took on more responsibilities, sometimes missing school to care for my 
younger sisters and helping my father and mother at their work. Unfortunately, I pushed myself so hard that I 
ended up hurting myself, suffering a vain leakage in my brain. I was the fighter, the protector, and now I 
found myself needing someone to protect me. I was glad to have my mother by my side because she gave the 
strength I needed.

After some rest, I returned to school more focused than ever on preparing for my future. I got involved 
in Leadership Council where I'm now part of the civics committee, planning events such as Day at the Park 
and school dances. I've also become a big supporter of the Gay Straight Alliance that deals with anti-
bullying, and through this club I've given presentations that address unfairness and promote equity. But 
perhaps my biggest support system has come through the four years on my high school soccer team, where 
my commitment and love for soccer won me the captain position for the past two years.

I know I'm not like many students my age, but I'm happy with who I am. I am the student who works 
on the weekends scrubbing restrooms, carrying trash bags and mopping kitchen floors. I am the student who 
won't give a second thought to missing a party to help my parents babysit my sisters or accompany them to a 
new job. I know that one day I will not take my family to a bowling alley to clean it but to enjoy it. 

And who knows maybe one day I will learn to bowl.
______

Note that this essay doesn’t follow the 25%, 50%, 25% structure described above. It’s more like 50% (Challenges), 25% 
(What I Did About It), 25% (What I Learned). This is fine and good. Rules are made to be broken.
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How to Write Essay Type D 
For students who have not faced significant challenges and do not know what they 
want to study

If you haven’t experienced significant challenges and aren’t sure what you’d like to study, it can sometimes feel like, “What 
should I write about?” Good question. Here’s my first piece of advice: 

Be patient.
This process takes time. And it can take even more time if you don’t immediately have any challenges to write about or a 
specific career in mind. But don’t worry. Be patient and persistent and you’ll get there.

In broad terms, here’s what you’re looking for:

1. Content (some stuff to write about)
2. Structure (a way to frame all the stuff, an angle, a focusing lens)

I know, that may sound a little obvious, but it’s a good place to start.

How to Figure Out What to Write About (aka: Generating the Content)
Here are some ideas I suggested in the “Starting from Scratch” section:

1. Try the “Getting real” games and exercises on pages 62-64. Maybe take notes. Get to know each other.
2. Discuss the items on the Essence Objects or Values Exercise. Ask “Why?” Get curious.
3. Create a Timeline of Your Life, a “21 Details” List and a “Stuff You Should Know About Me” List (see p. 44-45). 
4. Ask a ton of questions: What was the toughest thing you’ve ever had to deal with? Have you ever had a life-

changing experience? Be creative. Follow interesting paths, see where they lead. Reach a dead end? Ask a new 
question. 

And if all that doesn’t work and you feel you still don’t have enough content:

5. Ask different questions. Keep improvising. Stay curious. Unsure what to ask? Check out this list of 100 Brave and 
Interesting Questions I made with my friends. 

How to Decide on a Structure (aka: Finding a Framing Device) 
Our next goal will be to find a framing device or theme to hold the essay together. 

But before doing this, it’s a good time to ask, perhaps for the second or third time, if there might be a major or 
career that could be used as a placeholder. (The idea here is to write the essay with a particular career in mind, knowing 
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full well that the career might change during the writing process or later in college but the values are likely to remain 
constant.) 

The rationale: placing a career or major as an endpoint for the essay can help the author decide which qualities or values 
to focus on in the first ⅔  of the essay. (If this is possible, then see the section on How to Write a Type B essay.)

Here’s an example of how this can be useful: Last year I had a student who wasn’t sure what he 
wanted to study, but he knew he liked travel and languages. So ultimately he chose as placeholders a language-related 
major (linguistics) and a travel-related major (international relations) and was able to write an essay describing how those 
interests evolved and how he’d like to continue exploring those interests in college and beyond. And guess what? By 
researching linguistics and international relations he ended up becoming more interested in those majors and they went 
from being “placeholders” to majors he was actually excited about. You can read that essay here.

What’s the best way to discover potential majors or careers? I use Do What You Are, which 
provides a list of career options based on a student’s personality.

If there is no clear interest in a potential career or major, here are some useful 
questions to ask:

Do any of the items on my 21 Details or Stuff You Should Know About Me lists connect to any of my Top Values? 
Did any of the experiences on my 21 Details list help me develop any of my Top Values?
Do I recognize any themes or common threads in my lists?
Is there anything in my life that I love to do that could serve as a “focusing lens?” (Example: I love scrapbooking, 
so my essay could be The Scrapbook of My Life (or) I love applied math, so my essay could be How I See the 
World Through Applied Math (or) I love traveling and language so I could write about How Traveling and 
Language Have Shaped My Life.) 

The Bail-Out, “Get ‘er done” Option (Break Only in Case of Emergency)
Please. Do try everything else before you try this. But if you do find yourself in a jam and have NO idea what to write 
about, try this: 

Create an outline based on qualities you’d like to show, but instead of ending the 
essay with your future career, end with values that will be important to you no 
matter what career you choose.

Here’s what that might look like: 
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Did I mention the importance of being patient?
Just thought I’d mention it once more.

Be patient.
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The “Punk Rock Philosopher” Essay
This was written for the now non-existent Common App “Topic of your choice” prompt and is 789 words long. But it could 
easily be cut to 650 or 500 words and retain much of its impact.

I am on Oxford Academy’s Speech and Debate Team, in both the Parliamentary Debate division and the 
Lincoln-Douglass debate division. I write screenplays, short stories, and opinionated blogs and am a regular 
contributor to my school literary magazine, The Gluestick. I have accumulated over 300 community service 
hours that includes work at homeless shelters, libraries, and special education youth camps. I have been 
evaluated by the College Board and have placed within the top percentile.

But I am not any of these things. I am not a test score, nor a debater, nor a writer. I am an anti-nihilist punk 
rock philosopher. And I became so when I realized three things:

1) That the world is ruled by underwear. There is a variety of underwear for a variety of people. You 
have your ironed briefs for your businessmen, your soft cottons for the average, and hemp-based 
underwear for your environmental romantics. But underwear do not only tell us about who we are, they  
also influence our daily interactions in ways most of us don't even understand. For example, I have a 
specific pair of underwear that is holey, worn out but surprisingly comfortable. And despite how trivial 
underwear might be, when I am wearing my favorite pair, I feel as if I am on top of the world. In any 
case, these articles of clothing affect our being and are the unsung heroes of comfort.

2) When I realized I cannot understand the world. I recently debated at the Orange County Speech 
League Tournament, within the Parliamentary Division. This specific branch of debate is an hour long, 
and consists of two parties debating either side of a current political issue. In one particular debate, I 
was assigned the topic: “Should Nation States eliminate nuclear arms?” It so happened that I was on 
the negative side and it was my job to convince the judges that countries should continue 
manufacturing nuclear weapons. During the debate, something strange happened: I realized that we are 
a special breed of species, that so much effort and resources are invested to ensure mutual destruction. 
And I felt that this debate in a small college classroom had elucidated something much more profound 
about the scale of human existence. In any case, I won 1st place at the tournament, but as the crowd 
cheered when my name was called to stand before an audience of hundreds of other debaters, and I 
flashed a victorious smile at the cameras, I couldn’t help but imagine that somewhere at that moment a 
nuclear bomb was being manufactured, adding to an ever-growing stockpile of doom. And that's when I 
realized that the world was something I will never understand.

3) When I realized I was a punk rocker philosopher. One summer night, my friend took me to an 
underground hardcore punk rock show. It was inside a small abandoned church. After the show, I met 
and became a part of this small community. Many were lost and on a constant soul-search, and to my 
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surprise, many, like myself, did not have a blue Mohawk or a nose piercing. Many were just ordinary 
people discussing Nietzsche, string theory, and governmental ideologies. Many were also artists 
creating promotional posters and inventive slogans for stickers. They were all people my age who 
could not afford to be part of a record label and did something extraordinary by playing in these 
abandoned churches, making their own CDs and making thousands of promotional buttons by hand. I 
realized then that punk rock is not about music nor is it a guy with a blue Mohawk screaming protests. 
Punk rock is an attitude, a mindset, and very much a culture. It is an antagonist to the conventional. It 
means making the best with what you have to contribute to a community. This was when I realized that 
I was a punk rock philosopher.

The world I come from consists of underwear, nuclear bombs, and punk rockers. And I love this world. My 
world is inherently complex, mysterious, and anti-nihilist. I am Daniel Bak, somebody who spends his 
weekends debating in a three piece suit, other days immersed within the punk rock culture, and some days 
writing opinionated blogs about underwear.

But why college? I want a higher education. I want more than just the textbook fed classrooms in high 
school. A community which prizes revolutionary ideals, a sharing of multi-dynamical perspectives, an 
environment that ultimately acts as a medium for movement, similar to the punk rock community. I do not 
see college as a mere stepping stone for a stable career or a prosperous life, but as a supplement for 
knowledge and self-empowerment; it is a social engine that will jettison us to our next paradigm shift.

A Note on Why I Love This Essay
Because it meets what I believe to be the three aims of the college essay...

1. Do I learn something about who this person is? Yes. 
2. Can this student write? Clearly. 
3. Will this student contribute something of value to campus? Absolutely--a unique 

perspective.

...and it never discusses significant challenges or a potential career.
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